Never Miss a Patch Again:
Reduce Security Risks and Keep Your IT Infrastructure Safe with Automated Patch Management
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Introduction:

What is a Patch Management Solution?

Keeping your IT infrastructure stable and secure requires regular maintenance and timely updates for all computers and devices. Neglecting to update your computers and devices can lead to significant security vulnerabilities due to outdated software.

IT organizations are faced with new challenges ensuring devices are always up to date or “patched” due to the increasing number of corporate devices, applications, and cyber vulnerabilities.

In the IT world, a “patch” is a list of changes made to a computer program specifically designed to update, optimize, or fix it. Patches are applicable to both fixing software vulnerabilities and other bugs, which are made available to users by means of software updates. Monitoring the availability of patches and installing missing patches requires an automated patch management solution.

With a patch management solution, you can detect and patch outdated, vulnerable software.

Patching is therefore an essential part of IT security. Without it, security deficiencies will never be fixed, leaving open invitations for hackers or cybercriminals to steal corporate data. According to a study by NIST, 90 percent of successful attacks against companies are due to known vulnerabilities and could have been prevented by correct, timely patching.¹
Malware cyberattacks can cause significant damage to businesses. Data loss, image damage, or production downtime can cost organizations millions. The number of malware variants increases almost daily. And that means your IT infrastructure requires efficient security management.

Cyberattacks, such as the WannaCry ransomware attack in 2017, showed once again how important it is to protect your hardware and software from attacks. Now, most systems and applications of large companies are accessed through the internet, making it easier for criminals to gain access. Antivirus software alone is not enough to completely protect IT infrastructures. Because of the higher complexity of software, more mistakes are made in development, leaving software with vulnerabilities.

The German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) announced that “successful attacks are often due to attacks via unknown vulnerabilities and lack of patch management.” This is because the number of critical vulnerabilities in standard IT products has increased sharply in recent years.

In 2017 alone, there were more than 450 known vulnerabilities in the 10 best-known applications. According to BSI, there aren’t any signs that the situation will change in the next few years. 12,174 vulnerabilities have already been verified in 2019, in the top 50 most frequently used software products.
90 percent of exploited software vulnerabilities occur within the first 40 – 60 days of being released. As IT administrators are held accountable, they must act quickly. Patches must be deployed, tested, and rolled out. For IT administrators, this not only takes an enormous amount of time, but also has a significant cost factor.

With the increase in volume of vulnerabilities manual patching has become more tedious and less practical to do on a regular basis with assurance that all the devices have in fact been successfully patched. Manual patching processes require manual follow-up processes as well, which increases the strain on IT administrators’ time and resources.

When it comes to manual patching processes, depending on the complexity of the system, it might be necessary to rely on end users to implement the patches. This usually impacts the successfulness of patch implementation.

Patching the server side is relatively easy because IT has full control over it, but the client side is where most of the vulnerabilities occur (~95 percent) and keeping clients up to date is hard. Logistical issues get in the way like the human factor; people delay patches because they don’t want to disrupt their work. For these reasons, patching is often neglected, although patches are often available for a long time, they are never implemented due to time and cost reasons. However, if patching is not done properly, cybercriminals can exploit these vulnerabilities systematically.

These software vulnerabilities can lead to serious security vulnerabilities in an application or IT network. This is why companies face the great challenge of better organizing and managing their IT infrastructure today. Patch Management is the optimal solution to relieve IT administrators and increase the performance, efficiency, and effectiveness of the IT infrastructure. An efficient patch management solution checks which patches are best suited for the systems, automates the distribution and rollout of patches, and classifies them according to urgency. Therefore, patch management not only improves patch deployment, it also minimizes manual steps and reduces the risk of human error.
Risks of Poor Patch Management

- Costly system downtime
- Lost credibility with customers
- Lengthy remediation time
- Questionable data integrity
- Negative PR
- Unsecure IT environment

Benefits of Patch Management

Regular and automated patching significantly increases the security of IT systems and the integrity of networks. This is the most obvious advantage of patch management. However, an automated patch management solution brings other important benefits to businesses.

Increase IT productivity and reduce unplanned downtime

Manual patch management is very time-consuming for IT administrators. Identifying vulnerabilities, establishing which endpoints require patches, and finally rolling them out and ensuring the patches were properly applied to the affected computers and laptops takes a lot of time and resources.

Moreover, this causes unplanned downtime for employees who need access to their devices. An automated patch management solution therefore not only helps IT staff increase their efficiency, but also minimizes unplanned downtime for employees.

Enables security and data compliance to mitigate risks

Security compliance guidelines in IT departments are critical and should not be overlooked. IT compliance protects companies from penalties or potential damage to their brand. For example, software vulnerabilities are major security risks that can lead to serious data breaches.

If sensitive employee or customer data are exposed, companies may incur penalties for violating data protection regulations. This could result in customer churn or negative publicity. An effective patch management solution detects security vulnerabilities and can help mitigate these risks.
Key **Benefits**

- **Save time with fast, comprehensive IT system updates**
- **Automatically apply patches to fix software vulnerabilities**
- **Manage computers centrally**
- **Boost employee productivity**

- **Leverage insights from detailed cross-network reporting**
- **Understand your infrastructure with system status overviews**
- **Reduce unplanned device downtime**
- **Mitigate security and compliance risks**

---

Key **Features**

- **Identify Vulnerabilities**
  Get total visibility across your network by automatically detecting vulnerabilities due to outdated software.

- **Fast Rollout, Integrated with TeamViewer**
  Deploy Patch Management to your entire network with just a few clicks.

- **Automatic Patch Deployment**
  Automatically detect and deploy policy-based patches for outdated, vulnerable software, operating systems, and third-party applications to keep your IT infrastructure secure and updated.
Patching endpoints can protect your entire network from cyber attackers. But did you know just one unpatched device puts your entire IT infrastructure at risk?

With the Patch Management solution from TeamViewer Remote Management, **vulnerabilities are automatically detected**, making it easy to keep every device updated and safely patched.

### Protect your IT networks with Patch Management by TeamViewer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stay on top of critical patches with automated patch management.</strong> Instantly see if updates are available and mass deploy them from a centralized platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manage and deploy Windows updates</strong> from a centralized dashboard, ensuring all your Windows devices are up to date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduce risks,</strong> automatically monitor and deploy patches for third-party applications and operating system updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>See the patch status of your devices and all available patches</strong> in a single dashboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Define individual policies</strong> for different departments or customers to customize and automate patching tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prioritize patches,</strong> see which patches are critical, urgent, or can be postponed by sorting them by priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manage and check your patches remotely,</strong> from anywhere. The seamless integration between TeamViewer Remote Management and TeamViewer Remote Access allows you to access devices as needed with only a few clicks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

IT organizations know they must continuously protect their companies from cyber criminals and that an automated patch management solution is key to improving endpoint security. While patch management is critical, it doesn't have to be complicated.

With easy-to-use features, Patch Management by TeamViewer enables you to proactively protect your IT infrastructure, and eliminate tedious manual patching tasks, while increasing the security, stability, and integrity of your network.
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